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1.
2.
3.

The online examination of BAIBSC/B.Com (General and Honours) 2020 will be held on and from
1* to 6th October 2020.
The students shall down load the admit card from NBU website on and from 15th September 2020.

University website : nbuexams.net
The authorized representative/Parent shall collect the answer scripts and loose sheet from the
College office on production of admit card of their ward from 21"'t September to 26th September
2020.
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g.

The parents/authorized representatives unable to Collect Answer scripts and loose sheet may
Collect the papers from the nearby Colleges on production of Adrnit Card.
The students opting for online mode shall download the first page of the answer script of the
University Examinations front nbuexams.net and upload written answer scripts writing in 44 size
papers along with downloaded first page of the answer scripts filled with Roll Nos, Registration

Nos, subject and paPers.
Students opting offline mode may also download the first page of the answer script of the
university examinations from the website nbuexams.net and submit answer scripts writing in 44
size papers offline to the College through parents/guardians or any authorized person attaching
the downloaded first page of the answer scripts filled with Roll Nos, Registrations Nos, Papers etc
within 5 p.m. on day of examination.
The euestion papers of the examination shall be uploaded in the university web site at 5 p.m. of
one day before the everyday of the Examinations date.
The written answer scripts shall be submitted by the parents/representatives of students to the
concerned College before 5 p.m. of the everyday of examination

The examinees appearing the examination on online mode shall submit the scanned answer
scripts through PDF file within 5 p.m. of every day of Examinations in the following email id: For

BA (Gen and Hons)- kqlimSSqCggl"lgSeba@gmail.Cgm (2) For B.com (Gen and Hons)
kalimpongcollegebcomm@gmail.com (3) For

:-

BSC (Gen/Hons) kalimp-ongcollegebs-c@gmail-.con

and(4)BBA:laliryrp-o1egg.!l-eg-e"h.b"A.@.gntALl,-c-qn

10. However The College has created centers in the following areas as collection center of written
answer scripts keeping in view of the difficulties of the students. Such centers are 0 Shankar
Higher Secondary School, Sinji (2) Lava Higher Secondary School, Lava (3) Judhabir Higher
Secondary School, Gorubathan (4) Algarah Higher Secondary School, Algarah.

parents/authorized representatives unable to deposit written answer scripts to the College
p.m. and obtained receipt.
may deposit to the above centers every day of examination within 5
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(Dr R P Dhakal)
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